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[Abstract] 
In the context of post-conflict, linguistically divided societies, the promotion of a third 
language in national educational policy ~an be a catalyst for the creation of a syncretic national 
identity and an invaluable cornerstone of peacebuilding education. The promotion of critical 
thinking skills and peace values through foreign language instruction can provide younger 
generations1•outhsyounger generations in divided societies the practical and social education 
necessary to establish and maintain positive intercommunal dialogues. Such multipurpose 
lessons have helped been used tobeen used to facilitate localized peacebuilding processes in 
cases ranging from Rwanda to the Balkans, but could they work in Cyprus? And if so, how? 
This research_aims to answers~ these questions through afl ethnographic fieldethnographic study 
of high school English instructors in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. Although the 
standardized national curriculuma does not explicitly seek to promote peacebuilding, the 
pedagogy of foreign language lessons may do so ~ nonetheless. This research is based on the 
hypothesis that the critical analysis of diversely sourced English-language media promotes 
peacebuilding through the promotion of critical thinking skills and the conveyance of peace 
values, and that the internalization of these values affects students' development of national 
identity and perspectives on the potential resolution of the Cyprus Conflict. Data for this research 
was gathered through a series oftwelve semi-structured qualitative qualitative interviews with 
English-lanaguage instructors and first-hand observations of their classrooms in Turkish-
language ~gh,IPJD1J schools in Northern Cyprus between Ootober September 2019 and January 
2020. Support for its oonolusionsAdditional evidence include§ information and perspectives 
gained through the researcher's contact with members of the-various academic and civifl 
organizations active in the peacebuilding process. The findings of this J)ffljeoproject t_, v,hile 
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specific to the eoetext of Cypras, ~ay JPJ021offer valuable insights into the role of third-language 
education in the peacebuilding process of linguistically divided, post-conflict societies. 
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"When we enter a classroom and address young people, it's a political act." 
- High School English Literature Instructor, Nicosia, Cyprus. 2019. 
[Introduction] 
~t is by no means the norm for national educational policy to explicitly include peace 
education values in any form of standardized curricula, let alone in foreign language education. It 
was a welcome surprise, then, v1heR a sobjeet of th.is reseaFehwhen a subject of this research, an 
[English literature teacher !PJD3Jin a public high school in Cyprus's capital city of Nicosia, stated 
outright the political nature of her lessons and enthusiastically described their observable effects 
on the civic, social, and moral education of her students. In her testimony, the critical thinking 
skills and humanistic values promoted through media-based lessons profoundly influence 
students' development of empathy, respect for other cultures, connection to non-ethnically based 
identities, and other peace education concepts. The certainty with which the sabjeet '.IPJD4Jshe 
made this claim was unique, but its message was not. In interviews with nearly a dozen other 
English language instructors, a consensus was formed on both the presence of peace education 
values in media-based curricula and their roles in the development of students' cognitive and 
social skills in diverse areas. Subjects' responses to this effect support the central hypothesis of 
this research: the inclusion of media-based lessons in foreign language education, through the 
implicit or explicit conference of humanistic and peace education values and practical language 
skills, supports the development of intercommunal dialogue between new generations of 
students, and thus affects the potential resolution of the ongoing Cyprus Conflict.lPJDSJ 
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!Evidence from cases across the world show that education, specifically in topics within 
the social sciences, can play a significant role in peacebuilding in post-conflict societies (Bush 
2000, Bar-Tai 2002, Williams 2004). In S¼l€-fl-societies, whercn social divisions are demarcated 
by both ethnicity and language, an emphasis on foreign language education in national curricula 
can facilitate intercommunal dialogue, connection to a syncretic national identity, and can 
promote values necessary for establishing and maintaining positive peace {fMargues et al 2003, 
Barakat et al 2013, Manojlovic 2017.,t- Obura 20181PJD6J). Many of these cases, however, are 
founded onare places where the educational systems which have undergone radical 
transformation following social conflict, and whose curricula have been deliberately 
reconstructed to promote peace values;.t I this research examines foreign language education in 
the context of Cyprus, in which the educational policies of each community have not undergone 
such reconstruction. T(PJ011he goal of this research is to show how the pedagogy of foreign 
language education (specifically the inclusion of media in lessons) in Cyprus m ay i:Btentionally 
eF-can promote peace values there nonetheless. 
J cont~ct like, theoretical?] 
The theoretical basis of this research was inspired by both the author's ex.perienee in 
media based foreign language eow-ses and a professioeal interest in the field of iRtem:ational 
interYe.etioR and post conflict peaoebuilding. [PJ08J 
[Literature Review] 
The ideals ofliberal democracy, ooH:sidered argued to be applicable worldwide following 
the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, have been challenged by the 
emergence of new types of interstate warfare and civil conflict. The iH:ability of the international 
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peacekeeping community has been successful in stemming violence and facilitating the return of 
stability in many situations, but is often unable to construct the type of dynamic, positive peace 
necessary to maintain that stability after the departure of peacekeepers. Such shortcomingsro 
adeqeately resoh'e seeh eonfliets, as pro¥eB throegh BUmeroes failed or ~effeeti,,,e missions (as 
found in the case of Cyprus), ·IPJ09Jhaves tested the faith of the international community in a 
liberal world order and its formulaic conception of peace (Robert 1994, Bratt 1996). This crisis 
of legitimacy has presented an opportunity for traditional methods of peacekeeping to be 
criticized and new theories and value systems to enter the debate (Pugh 2011). One particular 
argument serves as the theoretical foundation and justification of this research: the value of 
localization. In this context, localization describes the prioritization of local expertise, inclusion 
of communal input, and sensitivity to cultural context in peacebuilding operations, with which 
they are regularly proven to be more immediately effective and stable even after the departure of 
international intervention forces (Leondardsson 2015, Autesserre 2018). 
Emphasis on local participation, despite the appearance of obvious necessity, is a 
relatively new idea; traditional international intervention in conflict areas has frequently proven 
to be oYerly eentralizedove~ytPJ0101 centralized, heavily theoretical, and comprised of staff with 
little to no local expertise. Critics of this culture denounce its detachment from the everyday 
realities of societies in conflict~t Itoo often, the peacekeeping community emphasizes theoretical 
knowledge and technical experience over locational specialization and intimate familiarity with 
the conflict in question. The result of this value system is the ineffectiveness or outright failure 
of peacekeeping operations, as caused by unnecessary wastage of the mission's resources 
(material, financial, and human), the disenfranchisement oflocal populations with the 
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interveners' mission (lack of community support), and the inherent instability of any peace built 
(as its dependence on the presences of peacekeepers suggests) (Autesserre 2018). 
Local participation in peacebuilding activities is necessarily dependent on a well-
informed and cooperative population; the importance of education in post-conflict societies is 
impossible to understate. In order to effectively promote peace through educational policy, it is 
necessary to re-conceptualize curricula as holistic, and to emphasize the development of 
students' civic and humanitarian characters (Bar-Tal 2002). The total effect of such an approach 
to education is the transformation of national society into a dynamic, collaborative community, 
one able to effectively respond and adapt to drastic social change following a civil conflict 
(Manojlovic 2008). Changes to curricula construction can take effect in all areas, but critical to 
the civic development of students are courses in the areas of social science and humanities. 
History education especially influences students' national identities and their potential for 
participation in post-conflict reconstruction activities; the pedagogy of instructors, however, may 
inadvertently teach students to divide the population between the victims and perpetuators of 
violence. Such lessons naturally affect the politicization of national memory, andmemory and 
can invite the reemergence of conflict in the future, thus impeding efforts to unify opposing 
factions of a national community. The interplay of history education and students' development 
of national identities has been thoroughly analyzed by experts in the fields of social science§ for 
decades. As F(>ntemporary (PJ0111theories of nationalism argue, the socialization of children 
solidifies concepts of national identity through the subjective presentation of historical narratives 
and perpetuation of national memory (Bush 2000, Kizilyiirek and Gautier-Kizilyiirek 2004, 
GeUner 1983, Anderson 1983Williams 2004). This type of collective memory, as a "living 
imagination", is continually shaped by both the social contexts in which it is presented and by 
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the figures of public authority who may wield its emotional weight for political gain (Hutton 
2000). 
The imperative of reshaping national educational policy in post-conflict societies is clear; 
in order to avoid the intentional or accidental reemergence of the social circumstances under 
which the conflict arose, history and civic education must be revised through a careful analysis 
of the explicit and implicit lessons it may confer unto students. Noting the fundamental, 
reciprocal relationship between social education and social violence, it is not unreasonable to 
argue that the classroom is the most effective stage for successful conflict resolution and the 
establishment of dynamic peace. Pedagogy is as important as specific lesson content in the 
transmission of national history, identity, and ideals; educators also influence their students' 
conceptions of conflict and peace through their presentations of knowledge, as fixed or 
interpretable, and their tolerance of opposing viewpoints in constructive discussion (Williams 
2004). 
Restructuring educational policy on the basis of these theories is an imperative for local 
and national authorities in post-conflict soeieties, aadsocieties and are clearly exemplified by the 
policy changes implemented by the Rwandan Ministry of Education after the 1994 genocide. The 
Ministry's steps toward such a restructuring included hosting a national eoafefenees of 
edueatorsnational conference of educators, facilitating the development of a consensus on new 
educational missions, and finally redesigning the national curricula to reflect these goals. The 
missions of the reformed education system in Rwanda post-1994 were clearly enumerated, and 
included commitments to developing students free from the traditional structures of 
discrimination, fostering an awareness of human rights and the social responsibility of citizens in 
the national and international community, and the creation of a society based on the ideals of 
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justice, tolerance, democracy, and national solidarity. Among the targeted outcomes of the 
reformed system, emphasis was placed on proficiency in the "unifying" national languages of 
French and English. Promotion of "common" languages sought to facilitate dialogue between 
members of the national community despite their differing ethnic languages, and so lay the 
fundamental basis for peace (Obura 2004). 
Foreign language education in post-conflict contexts, particularly when members of 
opposing communities do not share a language, has the potential for profound effects on the 
peacebuilding efforts of the society in question. When instructors include foreign literature and 
other types of media in lessons, they effectively convey humanistic values ( critical source and 
content analysis, prioritization oflogical and fact-based arguments) and peace education values 
(empathy, tolerance, and openness to new ideas) to students, either explicitly or implicitly. The 
central argument of this research rests on this theoretical framework: through the inclusion of 
media in lessons, foreign language education in linguistically-divided, post-conflict societies 
offers students both the practical and social skills necessary to engage in meaningful dialogue 
with their conational peers and so promote the establishment and maintenance of a sustainable 
peace. 
This research focuses on the context of English language education in Cyprus, and its 
possible effects on the future of the peacebuilding process on the island. The Cyprus Conflict is 
a complex one, so to better understand the current situation and possible directions of 
developmenttlms a brief review of its recent events is warranted.,_a brief historieal oven'ie1.v of the 
ongoing Cyprus Confliet is needed. 
[Historical Background] 
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Reunification negotiations between the Greek Cypriot (Republic of Cyprus) and Turkish 
Cypriot (Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus) governments, often including representatives 
from the guarantor powers (Greece, Turkey, and Great Britain) and the United Nations, have 
been frequent in the years since the initial division of the island; countless summits facilitated by 
the United Nations and supported by interested world powers have been successful only in 
producing a limited scope of agreements between each community' s leaders. The closest the 
twoo communities of Cyprus have ever come to real reunification was in 2004, on the basis of a 
comprehensive plan for establishment a bi-zonal, bi-communal federated United Republic of 
Cyprus. Known as the Annan Plan, the settlement for UN Secretary Geeeral Kofi Atman, the 
P-laft-was put to separate simultaneous referenda ia the two communities on April 24, 2004. 
Turkish Cypriot voters approved the plan by 65%, but 76% of Greek Cypriot voters rejected it, 
citing concerns of the economic hardship of conjoining the island's two economies, the threat of 
"cultural loss ("de-Hellenization" of Greek Cypriot society), and the influence of mainland 
Turkey should reunificatioa be initiatedTurkey in the island's affairs thereafter (Sozen 2007). As 
voters clearly expressed, eethe top-down, elite-devised diplomatic aeeroaehsettlement did not 
~adequately addressed their fears, and the tangible possibility of reunification was lost..,-
Following the Annan Plan referenda, the sympathies of the international community 
were swayed in favor of the Turkish Cypriots; acknowledging the genuine effort and goodwill of 
their leadership and public in reunification preparations, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan 
stated in his 2004 report to the Security Council that their vote had "undone any rationale" for 
their continued isolation from international society (UNFICYP, Sozen 2004). Efforts to find a 
new solution, or to better prepare the Cypriot communities for the reception of a solution, have 
so far been inconclusive. The most recent round of negotiations, a 9-day conference of "five-
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plus-UN" representatives in Crans-Montana, Swizterland, in 2017. ended in bitter 
disappointment: though described as the best chance for settling the Cyprus Conflict once and for 
all. the leaders still could not agree on its terms {Andreou 2017). It wasn't until 2019 that the two 
Cypriot leaders met again, merely to arrange a future "five-plus-UN" conference on the tentative 
resumption of discussion {UNFICYP). Public sentiment towards the peace process after such 
disappointments has turned markedly pessimistic; according to opinion polls conducted in both 
communities, Cypriots are doubtful that the current negotiations will yield any significant 
progress. and some even hope that they don' t. The Conflict has become comfortable. and many 
on the island would prefer to maintain the status quo than to face the new challenges of 
reunification {Sozen et al 2009). 
The United }-l'.ations has challenged the legitimacy of the Tmkish go¥emrnent's aotioe-s, 
citing the fact that the article of the Cyprus coastitutioa that granted the guarantor the powers the 
right to iaterveae on the island was based oa the coaditioa that any inten'eation would be 
eKclusi,.,ely to reestablish the state of affairs as they were intended to be with the Londoa Ziirieh 
Agreements (Riehmoad 2004, Loizide 2007). Turkey officially maiataias that there 1+¥as RO other 
way to f)rotect their Cypriot eommunity, the rais0n d'et1'e of the article and 1\irk~••s signature to 
the agreemeats as a guaraator power, and shows ao signs of sv1aying from their stanee or 
withdrawing military preseaee from the islaad. The Uaited Nations, in futile response, has issued 
se•,ceral resolutions demanding the immediate withdrw.val of all troops, and eontitH:tes to hold the 
Turkish govemmeat and de facto Turkish Cypriot go¥ernmeat in eoatempt (Riehmond 2004). 
Citing numerous instanees of human rights abuses by both the eommunities and the 
mainland go11emments, the destruetion of eultural heritage, and e11er present possibility of 
renewed intereommunal Yioleaee, the United Natioe-s has deelared that the continued presenee 
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on the islaRd aRd armed eoRtrol of the GreeB Line by the Ul'tFICYP is Reeessary for the 
maiRteRanee of the order and stability of the day to day liYes of Cypriots OR both sides of the 
partition (UNFICYP). \llithdrawal ofUl't peaeekeepers, meeh like the withdra1wal of Turkish 
military, is eoRtingeBt on the peaeeful resoletion of the eoRfliet; a distaRt possibility, 
lHlforeseeable from present eireumstaRees. 
Despite the evideRt neeessity of maintaining a peaeekeepiRg foree on the island and 
faeilitatiag high le'lel negotiations betweeB the leaders of the tv;o eommunities, Ul't Seeretary 
Geaeral Ban Ki mooR 'n'amed the mtematioRal eommlffiity that the Ul't' s aid "shoeld Rot be 
taken for granted" ~4aeGinty 2011 ). As it appears, the patience of members of the United 
NatioRs ae:d other peaeekeepmg agents iR the regioR is wearing thiR; thoegh the island has 
reaehed a point ofrelati'le stability, the deju,=e goyernmeRt of the Repeblie of Cyprus and the de 
fach'J go,•ernmeRt of the Turkish Repeblie of Northern Cyprus haire yet to agree to the terms of a 
resoletion, and the eonfliet remains stalemated. 
Contineation of the ooafliet has profouad effeets OR the liYes of loeal eiti2ens, regioRal 
affairs, and global mtematioRal relations. The daily li'les of Cypriot eiti2ens are affeeted by the 
physieal di'lision of the island; familial ae:d eommuaal ties were brokeR, ae:d rightful property 
lost, as a result of the offieial e~rnhange of eiti2ens o•;er the GreeB Lioe and ioto their respeetiYe 
ethnie eomm1:tnities; Tlifkish Cypriots eootin1:te to seffer the effeets of the global eoonomie 
sanetioo of the Terkish Repeblio of Northern Cypras and are deoied the rights of aeeess to the 
European Union gi1,'eB to their Greek Cypriot oeighbors; both oomm1:tnities ha,,e been foreed ioto 
depeRdenee on their etlmie "mother" ooootries aHd struggle to de'lelop a wliqHe and independent 
Cypriot identity (HadjipaYloe 2007). The Confliet remains a poiet of hostility between the 
mainlaHd Greek and T\:tfkish goYernmeRts and has seYerely impeded T\:tfkey' s efforts to joiR the 
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Em=opean UBioB (Athaaasopulos 2001; Sozen 2004). The United NatioBs, amoBg other 
intematioBal goi,•emmeBtal aad BOB governmental organizations, continues to spend millions of 
dollars ar.nually funding peacekeeping missions on the islaad aad bi and multilateral 
negotiations between the leaders of the two communities and the guarantor po,.,vers, yet to this 
day no agreement has beeB made on topics beyond the fundamental principles of negotiation. 
The closest the two commllilities of Cyprus ei,•er came to reunification was in 2004 , on 
the basis of a comprehensive plan for establishment a bi zonal, bicommllflal federated United 
Republie of Cyprus. Knov.'B as the .A.nnaB PlaB for UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, the Plan 
was put to separate simultaneous refereBda iB the tv,•o eommoo.ities OB April 24, 2004. Tl:lrkish 
Cypriot ·,·oters approi,•ed the plan by 65%, but 76% of Greek Cypriot voters rejected it, eiting 
concerns of economic hardship, cultm=al loss ("de Hellenization"), and influence of mainland 
Turkey should reunifieation be initiated (Sozen 2007). As 1,•oters eKpressed, ao top down, elite 
devised diplomatie approach has adequately addressed their fears. Continuation of the conflict, 
however, has profound effects on the lives oflocal citizens, regional affairs, and global 
international relations. The daily lives of Cypriot citizens are constrained by the physical division 
of the island; familial and communal ties were broken, and rightful property lost, as a result of 
the official exchange of citizens over the Green Line into their respective ethnic communities; 
Turkish Cypriots continue to suffer the effects of the global economic sanction of the Turkish 
Republic of Northern Cyprus and are denied the rights of access to the European Union given to 
their Greek Cypriot neighbors: both communities have been forced into dependence on their 
ethnic "mother" countries and so struggle to establish autonomy in the context of regional 
geopolitical relationsdevelofl a unique aad indef)endent Cwriot identity (Hadjipavlou 2007). 
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The Conflict remains a point of hostility between the mainland Greek and Turkish 
governments and has severely impeded Turkey' s efforts to join the European Union 
(Athanasopulos 2001; Sozen 2004). In light of the discovery of significant natural gas reserves in 
the Eastern Mediterranean seabed. the continuation or resolution of the situation stands to impact 
the future of regional energy trade and the economic and political relations of countless actors. 
The The United Nations, among other international goYemmeatal and non goYefH:Hlental 
organi'i'lations,United Nations, the European Union, and many other international organizations 
and interested powers seek to influence the development of the Conflict, further complicating it 
and pushing the possibility of settlement further away (Ozgiir 2017). eontiffiles to spead millions 
of dollars aBffi:lally funding peaeekeepi-ng missions on the island and bi and multilateral 
negotiations between the leaders of the two eommuHities and the gHaraator pov;ers, wt to this 
day no agi:eement has been made OH topies beyond the fundameatal prineiples of negotiation. 
[Theory] 
This situation reality invites a context-specific application of the theoretical framework of 
peacebuilding localization, in which average citizens are included in each step of the negotiation 
and implementation processes of resolution in order to ensure their full support of the resulting 
agreement. In order to effectively promote community involvement in reconciliation efforts, 
members of post-conflict societies must be given both the practical skills and social values 
necessary to engage in positive dialogue with each other. In addition to equipping students with 
the actual language with which to do so, peacebuilding·education seeks to assuage fears of the 
"other", foster empathy and tolerance, and develop cooperative perspectives on intercommunal 
relations. Even without the explicit directive of national education ministries, such peace 
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education values may still be conveyed through indirect channels, particularly through subjects 
in the social sciences and humanities disciplines. As suggested by the literature on which this 
research is founded, the pedagogy of a lesson is as important as its material in the conveyance of 
these ideals; this research examines the relationship between media-based foreign language 
lessons and students' development of peace education values. Generalizations about the possible 
role of foreign language education in post-ethnic conflict peacebuilding efforts are also drawn 
from the conclusions of this project. 
[Methodology] 
This research, conducted through an ethnographic study of English language education in 
Northern Cypriot high schools, utilizes a combination of data collected through semi-structured 
interviews with instructors and non-participant observation in classrooms. Due to the legal and 
diplomatic challenges of conducting this study in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, 
authorization to conduct research in the (Greek) Republic of Cyprus was not grantedattainable. 
Any references to the characteristics of the Greek Cypriot educational system are based on 
observations provided by research subjects and contacts outside the study. Such observations are 
based upon the professional experience of these contacts within both systems of education, and 
are supported by published academic literature. All efforts were made to locate unbiased sources. 
Contact with instructors and school administrators was established through two main 
forms of outreach. Efforts to make eontaet contact subjects were initially aided by the Faculty of 
Foreign Language Education at Eastern Mediterranean University. The department's English-
language education students are eaelrrequired to complete a practicum of both classroom 
observation and practice teaching under the direction of through observation of English 
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instructors in local schools as part of their curriculum, and thus the Faculty maintains a close 
relationship with local school administrators. Due to Through this preexisting network, contact 
with English instructors in both middle and high schools in the Famagusta area was established 
with little difficulty. In addition, the Alumni Relations Office was able to assistoffered valuable 
assistance in identifying and contacting many Eastern Mediterranean alumni now working in 
~schools in surrounding areas. The director of the Office was particularly instrumental in 
establishing contact with relevant school administrators, using-and used both professional and 
personal connections to facilitate the arrangement of classroom observations and interviews with 
instructors.and transportatioa to sehools. 
Subjects were also found through the researcher's participation in cultural activities off-
campus, primarily held in Nicosia/LefkosaLetkosa area of the United Nations-administered 
Buffer Zone. Activities of this type, including performiag bi-communal ara-cultural festivals and 
NGO networking events, attraet brought together a di¥erse array ofloeal eitizeasparticipants 
from many different demographics;.-0:ftEl the the-acquaintance of several English-language 
instructors was made through the initiation of casual conversation with organizers and 
attendeesthrotigh the iaitiatioB of eastial e01wersatioB 1Nith other atteadees. Iastruetors Subjects 
recruited through both methods were then asked to refer colleagues, and in this way the subject 
pool was was-gradually expanded.,_ to iaelude oi,cer (NlTh4BER) of iastruotors from (NUMBER) 
of sehools in the Tu:rkish Republic ofl'-forthem Cyprus. 
Interviews were held in instructors' schools, at a time of their choosing, as to be as 
minimally disruptive as possible. Arrangements were made through whatever method of contact 
was provided by the Faculty of Foreign Language Education, Alumni Relations Office, or other 
subjects, and was frequently facilitated by Turkish-speaking staff members. In preparation for 
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each interview and classroom observation, letters were sent to each school formally inviting 
instructors to participate in the research, requesting permission from school administrators to 
observe lessons, and notifying the parents of students about the research taking place. These 
letters were approved by the Eastern Illinois University Internal Review Board, and were 
provided in both English and professionally-translated Turkish formats. 
Letters of invitation to instructors, observ:ation requests to school administrators, and 
letters of notificatioe to pareets v,ere each presented ie both Eeglish aHd professioeally 
translated Turkish formats. Upon arrival at each schoollocation, . the researcher was introduced 
to administrators by the instructors to beintroductions were first made to school principals and 
department chairs interYiewed, in order to both observe the local customs of hospitality and to 
ensure that instructors' participation in the research was fully supported by all members of the 
administration. School principals were asked to sign the letter officially requesting permission to 
observe lessons, for the sake of documenting their consent. Data was gathered from three 
Turkish Cypriot schools and one bi-communal school in the Greek Cypriot-administered area of 
Nicosia. Three lessons were formally observed: one 'standard' English lesson and two English 
literature lessons. In total, twelve instructors were interviewed: eleven Turkish Cypriot and one 
Greek Cypriot. 
_ The duration of each interview depended primarily on the flexibility of instructors' 
schedules and their personal responsiveness to questions, but lasted eo loeger than 30 minutes a 
pieeeQn average between 20 and 30 minutes .. Permission to observe lessees at select locations 
was req:1:1ested in adYat1ce from school admieistrators aed included a letter of notification to the 
pareB:ts of students in the classroom. Letters of invitation to instructors, observation reetuests to 
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sehool administrators, a:ad letters of notifieatioa to parents v,ere eaeh presented in both English 
and professionally translated Tmkish formats. 
The interview protocol! consisted of ten general question themes, allowing room for 
adjustment question details based on the participant's indiYicmal particular circumstance. 
Question themes explored instructors' backgrounds, professional development and career 
experiences, typical classroom activities, and the usage of English-language media in lessons. If 
reported present, the interviewee subject was asked to elaborate on theirthe material's selection 
criteria for the material, the frequency of its usage, its role in lessons, and its general content. 
Instructors were also asked for their observations of students' independent consumption of 
English-language media, and for perceived signs of correlation between media consumption and 
students' English proficiency, engagement in English-led discussions, and reception of material 
of any type from other cultures and perspectives. 
Following these themes, instructors were questioned on the presence of any type of 
discussion on political affairs or international news within the frames of their lessons, and for 
their observations on students' engagement with such discussions. Ia order toTo better 
understand the mentality from which instructors teach their lessons, the last question theme of 
the protocol included an exploration of subjects' views on the ongoing negotiations of the 
Cyprus Conflict, its overall effects on their daily lives, and their perceptions of new generations' 
roles in the development of a resolution in the future. 
[Analysis - Introduction] 
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The data gathered for this project expresses strong evidence of a positive correlation 
between media-based language lessons and the faeilitatioe ofthe promotion of both the practical 
skills and social values necessary for localizing the Cyprus peacebuilding process. Dialogue 
between the Greek- and Turkish Cypriot communities, from grassroots social clubs to high-level 
diplomatic negotiations, is most often primarily conducted in English; proficiency is an obvious 
prerequisite for participation in peaeebuildieg such activities, but it is not the only component of 
constructive bi-communal interaction. While the reunification negotiations of the past several 
decades have been largely regulated to the domain of political and diplomatic elites, both the 
explicit and implicit curricula of media-based foreign language education is shown here to foster 
the development of students both capable and willing to engage in community-level 
peacebuilding. 
The general sentiment of interviewees and other contacts in Northern Cyprus towards the 
peacebuilding process is one of disappointment and mistrust; following the disastrous results of 
the 2004 Annan Plan referenda, Turkish Cypriots are skeptical of the intentions of the political 
elite involved in the negotiation process, and of Greek Cypriots' commitment to the ideal of 
reunification. While a valuable tool in bi-communal dialogue and high-level diplomatic 
negotiations, English proficiency alone does nothing to address the sentiments of hostility and 
suspicion; through media-based lessons, however, students develop the critical thinking skills 
and peace values necessary to dismantle the mental and emotional roadblocks standing in the 
way of reconciliation. 
Only proficiency is explicitly promoted by the national curriculum, which includes both 
' standard' English courses and English literature courses. The standard courses focus primarily 
on grammar and vocabulary, and although instructors sometimes choose to include pieces of 
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media like songs or short movies, the schedules for these courses are often structured such that 
these instances are rare. English literature courses, however, are based on the critical analysis of 
diverse examples of media, including novels, news articles, poems, and plays. Each instructor 
interviewed agreed on the importance of English language education to continued bi-communal 
negotiations.,_and expressed a conscious desire to improve their students' communication skills. 
But while . But •Nhile standard-course instructors often focused such viewpoints on practical 
language alone, the instructors of literature courses focused on included references to the 
facilitative role of the cognitive abilities and social ideals conveyed through their lessons.,_ , 
aekaowledging the preseoce of an implicit eurrieulum in media basee lessons eentered oo the 
promotion of hu-manistic and peaee ·1alues. 
Each standard-course instructor interviewed for this project reported an obligation to 
follow a strict lesson schedule prescribed by the national curriculum, which allowed them little 
freedom to include materials not provided in the official course book. 
There is a curriculum that we follow, and it' s not that flexible [ . . . ] generally we 
follow the course book, it guides us, but we don't have time to do what we really 
want to do in the classroom.[ ... ] We have to finish the schedule ... we have such 
[tight] time constraints. 
Students in such lessons practiced language skills alone, and lessons rarely included 
topics of any political relevance (such as history, national or international news, etc.). Instructors 
denied the presence of any overtly political lesson in their classrooms, often repeating a similar 
sentiment: politics is simply not m-their subject. 
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For the sake of maintaining classroom order and adherence to the course schedule, 
discussions of a political nature or particularly sensitive topic were geatly dissuaded. Several 
subjects referred to the usage of English in diplomatic spheres while describing the importance 
oflanguage education to the peacebuilding process, citing proficiency as the main determinant of 
a community representative's success in effecting meaningful change through bi-communal 
negotiations. Many also mentioned having made pointed efforts to include current events topics 
in their lessons, for the explicit sake of expanding their students' knowledge of the world and 
awareness of international affairs, but again restated the lack of time and flexibility necessary to 
expand classroom discussions on politically-relevant topics. 
If it is a really important thing to talk about, because I want to keep my students up 
to date, [ ... ] sometimes every now and then I let them in on the current issues, but 
I don't get into the political side of issues, I don't want to [influence] them in any 
way .... We talk about news sometimes, but not about politics. 
Among standard-course instructors, there lay a clear disconnect between acknowledging 
English proficiency as a tool of great utility to the peacebuilding process and actively promoting 
its role as such to students. Their focus remained on their students' acquisition of practical 
language skills alone, rather than what students might later do with those skills. 
Among English literature instructors, however, many reported a clear recognition of the 
inherent political and social implications of educating young adults in humanities subjects. As 
one subject immediately declared at the beginning of the interview: "Politics is in everything!" 
This subject continued, 
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When we enter a classroom and address young people, it's a political act. [ ... ] 
I think that literature is a prime subject to instill a vision, ideas, to question, to 
develop empathy, and all the 'goodie' words ... I see it as a wonderful opportunity 
to promote [peace], and I'm very happy to have this, to be in this profession, with 
the subject that I'm teaching. 
Other instructors expressed similar sentiments, and described the ways in which their 
lessons produce observable effects on students' "diplomatic potential". These descriptions 
covered similar themes, despite differences in classroom level and the material on which the 
lessons were founded, and their effects can be grouped here into two main processes: students' 
development of critical thinking skills, and their adoption of peace values promoted through 
lessons. 
First, the cognitive skills strengthened through literature analysis exercises allow students 
to critically examine the highly-politicized versions of events, both historical and current, 
distributed by state news agencies and civics lessons. As was reported by a professor of 
journalism at a local university, Turkish Cypriot newspapers and broadcast programs receive 
what are described as "ready-made" stories from the mainland Turkish state news agency, 
directly importing Ankara- and Istanbul-centered narratives to Cypriot audiences. This, in the 
opinion of this subject and many others, is problematic due to the community' s unique 
conception of national identity; many on the island feel that the Cypriot component of their 
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nationality outweighs that of the Turkish, and argue that the views promoted by the Turkish state 
media do not accurately reflect their interpretation of current and historical events. 
Several contacts, both inside and outside the subject pool, described the difference in 
Turkish Cypriot and Turkish national identity, and how they are reflected in individuals' 
perception of the Cyprus Conflict. Those with a distinct Cypriot background, with either the 
direct or inherited experience of peaceful coexistence with Greek Cypriots, tend to view the 
Cyprus Conflict and ongoing division of the island as a purely political conflict. As one subject 
explained, 
It's obvious, you know, to see that the division is not between the people 
themselves[ ... ] we are all Cypriot here, we who have been here for generations ... 
This sentiment was rarely shared by recent immigrants from mainland Turkey, 
who had been encouraged to relocate to Northern Cyprus to supplement the labor force 
following the formal division of the island in 1975. In the views sponsored by the Turkish 
government, Northern Cyprus and its Turkish community constitutes an indivisible part 
of the Turkish nation, and it must be protected from the Greek and Greek Cypriots 
enemy. History textbooks, despite the 2008 reform that sought to downplay overtly 
demonized descriptions of the Greeks and Greek Cypriots during the events of the 
Conflict, continue to promote a villain-and-victim style narrative and stoke nationalism 
centered in Ankara. 
I prefer to learn the news from different perspectives, because from Turkish news, 
you get only what Ankara wants you to hear [ .. . ] I compare, I try to come to a 
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conclusion by myself, I don't want to see the world through someone else's eyes, 
I want to evaluate it with my own eyes. [ ... ] This is what I try to teach my 
students. 
It is for this reason that the critical thinking skills strengthened by literature-based 
English lessons have the potential for significant impact beyond the classroom. Students trained 
in these skills are capable of questioning the political objectives of Turkish state media and the 
content of their history books, and are better able to judge the content' s degree of subjectivity 
while developing their own perspectives on current and historical events. While these ideas may 
not be entirely free from bias themselves, students in English literature courses are explicitly 
taught to prioritize fact-based and logical arguments and to suspect messages that rely heavily on 
emotional appeals; students with these skills are far better equipped to process, interpret, and 
evaluate the nationalist and often ethnically-antagonistic narratives offered by media and history 
courses. The responses of several subjects speak to this theme: 
In my lessons, students learn to analyze the characters, the setting, the 
background, they have to get the feeling of the narrative, the real theme [ ... ] from 
now on, they never look at any [piece] and just read how it is, they have to ' raise 
the sheet' and look deeper [ . .. ] of course they [ use these lessons] in other courses, 
our [colleagues] are telling us that [they] are very happy with English literature 
students, because they know how to make comparisons, how to analyze things 
[ . .. ] they have a deeper idea of things like psychology, sociology, and history ... 
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We analyze the narration of a book, the characterization [ ... ] we talk about the 
context of the writer and the story, because you can't separate the message from 
the time[ ... ] we discuss why we still have this text, and how we're responsible 
for interpreting it in our own context now ... 
We encourage students to reflect, to create an awareness [ of] the world we live in. 
Suffice to say that these social lessons are not only constructive, but deconstructive as 
well; with these skills and values, students begin to break down the antagonistic nationalism and 
mistrust of the other that is so that is so pervasive in both Cypriot communities. As one subject 
described, her lessons are "proactive" in bringing about social change by giving students the 
tools to unlearn negative stereotypes and fears about individuals outside of their own ethnic 
group. 
[In] both communities, a lot of people live in fear of the other . .. I think that the 
majority of [average] Cypriots are peace-loving, but I don't think that they' ve been 
given the opportunity to envision a common land, sharing an island, in the way 
that I perceive of it, and I firmly believe that education has a big role to play. 
This subject continued, 
I think that we should certainly be more proactive, and a few of us have been [ ... ] 
we arranged a course to help teachers understand the complexities [of the Conflict], 
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to be proactive in their teaching, in developing programs to bring the two 
communities together. We went on courses to Northern Ireland to observe 
integrated schools, we did a lot of things ... 
While this response was unique in its direct address of the conscious promotion of bi-communal 
socialization towards the goal of reconciliation, it was nonetheless similar to others in its 
reference to students' development of collaborative mindsets, tolerance, and empathy: 
[I use] a variety of methods in order to engage students, a lot of stimulus to 
encourage participation and collaborative work [ ... ] lessons on tolerance are at the 
root of my teaching, in order to develop a sense of empathy, to go out into the world 
and to do good for their communities .. . 
Students' development of critical thinking skills is complemented by the conveyance of 
"peace values" such as tolerance, empathy, and respect; this development constitutes the second 
process through which English literature lessons facilitate the localization of the Cyprus 
peacebuilding project. Lessons based upon a literature-analysis framework teach students to 
accept multiple opinions as valid, to avoid extremist or alienating views, and to develop a more 
nuanced conception of truth and justice that applies to every facet of their social education. 
Students are also encouraged to practice empathy by putting themselves in the shoes of the 
author or protagonist of a particular piece, who may be from another class, culture, or religion, 
and thus to recognize and respect the inherent value of human experience. 
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One instructor detailed the empathetic response encouraged by her lessons; in analyzing a 
piece of wartime journalism in which the author recounted the experiences of refugees, the 
subject described, 
... the things that he had written about the plight of the people in Somalia, about 
the civil war there, I could see some of the kids welling up, they started crying, 
because of the way the people were left behind by their families( ... ] when they 
read (about] their plight, they were quite upset, so I turned around and taught 
them, 'Do you see how, do you feel, how others feel? ' 
These types of lessons, structured on the detailed, critical, and compassionate reading of a 
piece of English literature, allow students to exercise degrees of both judgement and empathy in 
ways not found in other subjects. Students in English literature lessons are offered an 
opportunity, unique among the other subjects of their education, to take a critical perspective of 
the antagonistic narratives surrounding the history and ongoing implications of the Cyprus 
Conflict, and to develop a more sympathetic understanding of their Greek Cypriot peers that 
creates the necessary social environment for the localization of peacebuilding processes. 
[Conclusions] 
Evidence presented in this research indicates that media-based foreign language lessons 
have a significant impact on the prospects of localization in the Cyprus peacebuilding process. 
While it is well understood that practical English language skills are invaluable to the conduct of 
inter-ethnic dialogue, ability cannot be equated with propensity; standard English language 
courses offer students the practical means to participate in grassroots bi-communal relationship 
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strengthening projects, but English literature courses promote the cognitive skills and social 
values necessary for its success. 
Through source and content analysis exercises, students in English literature courses 
develop the critical thinking skills necessary for deconstructing the antagonistic ethno-nationalist 
narratives surrounding the Cyprus Conflict, in both historical and contemporary contexts. 
Through the promotion of peace values like empathy and tolerance, students learn to appreciate 
diverse experiences and views from outside their own ethnic community. Both categories of 
skillsets improved through media-based English language education play a facilitative role to the 
localization of the Cyprus peacebuilding process. 
These findings offer insight into the broader role of foreign language education in similar 
post-conflict contexts. Where communities in conflict are divided by both ethnic and linguistic 
barriers, foreign language education equips new generations of students with the practical ability 
to communicate at the local level; when such lessons are based on the critical analysis of foreign 
language media and include material from diverse sources, lessons also promote the 
development of critical thinking skills and convey peace values that encourage positive inter-
ethnic communication. 
Taking these findings as representative of the social impact of foreign language education 
in post-conflict contexts, two key recommendations can be made to policy makers seeking to 
encourage peace: promote foreign language in national curricula, and emphasize the use of 
foreign language media from diverse sources. In addition, instructors should be given the 
freedom to expand these lessons to include topics ofrelevance to humanities subjects, with 
focuses on both local responsibility and global awareness. Such initiatives may fall under the 
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responsibility of those in the educational policy community, but should be encouraged by any 
actor devoted to peacebuilding efforts and their localization. 
As is demonstrated by the wealth of literature on the subject of peacebuilding 
localization, the return of responsibility to the hands of community members is an integral part of 
any mission's success; preparing the population to accept such responsibility and to develop 
reconciliation methods unique to the local context must necessarily be the work of the education 
community. The role of foreign language education in the broader scope of peace education has 
yet to receive the attention it so clearly warrants; as shown in the case of Cyprus, media-based 
foreign language education provides students both the practical, cognitive, and social skills 
necessary to facilitate the localization of peacebuilding processes. 
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